
Lake Washington School District
Facility Advisory Committee

Projects to Add to List

Topic Comments

1 Aging Schools I think the district should do a cost/benefit analysis before fully replacing an aging school.  Most commercial 

entities and homeowners will do a "to the studs" remodel when they need to do a major upgrade.  My bet is that 

you could accomplish upgrading a school (and possibly adding a second floor for additional space) more cheaply 

with a major remodel.  Also, the high ceilings in, for example, the LWHS lunchroom are pretty, but why not make 

future similar spaces two story to accommodate growth?  I think parents could live with a school that may not 

make the cut for Architectural Digest.  :-)

2 Aging Schools This district has recently been replacing buildings that are less than 50 years old.  Most districts in the state utilize 

their school buildings for 100 years.  I am a teacher in the school district, a property owner in the district, and a 

parent of two students in the district.  While we have benefited from new facilities, they were not required and 

they did not significantly improve learning.  This is an inappropriate stewardship of taxpayer money.

3 Aging Schools Please create a long term roadmap for replacing every school built before 2000 or about then. 

4 Boundary - We should reboundary as much as possible as this is most cost effective as keep asking tax payer for bond has its 

limitations.  - We can arrange lots of short term projects like refurbish or expand from June to August to limit the 

impact to existing students.  - For preschool space, can we rent from churches, library, community centers, or 

YMCA that do not get much use during the middle portion of weekdays?  - To save cost, school gym or sports fields 

can be rented out to non-youth related community event when no students are on site so the income can be used 
5 Boundary Can the district look into changing district boundaries with neighboring districts? If LWSD is growing so quickly, it 

would make sense to change boundaries with a district that isn't growing so quickly so schools are utilized well. I 

know this is a big thing to ask, but please consider this. If we don't get the money needed through levies and bonds 

for more schools or expanding schools, then boundaries should be changed. Also, I don't think it is as safe to have 

too many students in one school, especially high school level.

6 Boundary Looks like some re-boundary work or program redistribution would be good in the corner of 

Sandburg/Thoreau/Juanita/Keller to more evenly distribute there.  A smaller project that wouldn't take a lot of 

resources...

7 Boundary Reboundary highschool feeding area to spread out the the Capacity Shortfall. 

8 Boundary Redraw enrollment boundaries - currently Alcott boundary doesn't make sense. It includes Woodbridge, but there 

are two other closer elementary schools! This is ridiculous causing extra expenses (busing) and over crowding at 

Alcott.

9 Capacity Build new schools 

10 Capacity Always build 2 and 3 story school buildings
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11 Capacity Aging elementary schools that need rebuilt are already on the list - but they need to be moved to the top.  

Currently elementary students at some of these schools have to travel out a portable, down a path, over the 

playground and through locked building doors to get to the lavatory.  Those two seat lavatories serve 12 portables, 

a gym, music room, lunch service area and 4 - 4th grade classrooms.  I'm sure there is a building code for a certain 

number of lavatories and number of persons using them that this situation does not comply with.  Not to mention 

not enough lavatories for staff.  Some classes are being held in rooms that were designated for teacher planning 

and storage.  Special needs students have their lessons in former storage areas.  Staff have offices in what were 

former phone booths.  This has gone on for far too long and needs to be addressed.  You cannot put portables 

down on a playground or play field and call it good.  The number of people exceeds the ability for the facility to be 

adequate in more ways than space.  Please rebuild elementary schools first.  When you do - please consider 

consulting the current staff and community PRIOR to creating the plans for the building.  Architects know what 

looks good, but often our elementary schools are lacking in functionality due to what looks good...  We need these 

buildings to stand the test of time and work for students, parents, teachers and staff.

12 Capacity All your data, numbers and predictions are pre-covid.   Given tech companies are letting employees work from 

home permanently, there is a huge unknown on how this will impact enrollment at LWSD in the future.  Also, some 

students seem to love online learning.  This could be rolled out to students that opt in for online only, in a far more 

economical way than traditional school buildings.  

13 Capacity Consider an option to have student do hybrid or at home classes to mitigate capacity in middle and high school.

14 Capacity Evergreen elementary from portables to permanent, expand tesla stem

15 Capacity Every elementary school should have space added/allocated for preschool (NOT in a portable). 

16 Capacity Expanded space for commons/cafeterias in schools that cannot house many students (Redmond El commons can 

only seat 130 of 670 kids at one time) and ensure covered play spaces for ALL elementary schools. 

17 Capacity For Middle schools, if the overcrowding is most in Redmond Middle and Rose Hill and least in Kamiakin, why is the 

decision to expand Kamiakin. That makes no sense from the overcrowding perspective. Also, If we are adding (and 

have added in the near past) elementary schools, doesnt it make sense to add new Middle school (and perhaps a 

new High school) in the densest part of the district.
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18 Capacity For the love of MATH, please use more advanced timescales/improve your population projections. We've been a 

LWSD family since 2004 and we've watch new school after new school built, only to have the pods converted to 

classrooms, and portables placed in the school yards in a few short years. (LWHS, RHMS, Ben Rush, ...) We clearly 

need to consider either a longer time frame or update the models because it is unconscionable that a two-year old 

expanded elementary school should have to convert their library and pods to classrooms and build 4 portables. It 

took longer than two years to rebuild the school!!!  AND - while the elementary schools clearly have the worst 

capacity shortages, those little kids are going to grow up and go to middle school and high school. Please don't 

neglect the senior/middle schools. Those kids will need to go somewhere.

19 Capacity High schools like RHS are already extremely crowded and need extra seats immediately. Do whatever you can to 

secure additional space or build choice high schools in the most overcrowded learning communities first. The 

priority should be adding new choice high schools in Redmond (perhaps one with a humanities focus rather than 

STEM) to meet both need and demand, as Kirkland already has several choice school options. While both areas are 

growing, it is inequitable to offer the majority of choice schools in one learning community only. Redmond has 

faced overcrowding for too many years already, with no real solutions.  Please Note: None of my friends have seen 

a word about this survey opportunity. Can all schools send it out at least a week before the comment deadline? If 

all feedback is online, you should be working extra hard to get the word out via email and school newsletters.

20 Capacity I live in Redmond Union Hill.  Consider building brand new large elementary school near Woodbridge neighborhood 

and Redmond Hill Apartments, wreck Alcott Elem, take Alcott's land and enlarge Tesla Stem to alleviate Redmond 

HS and Eastlake HS.  This helps Redmond Elem capacity, addresses Alcott's aging facility, and helps Redmond HS 

and Eastlake HS capacities.  A crazier option: wreck Alcott, rebuild Dickinson to accommodate both Dickinson and 

Alcott (I believe Dickinson has possibly the largest acreage for an elementary school), and expand Tesla Stem on 

Alcott's site.  This addresses Alcott's aging facility and helps Redmond HS and Eastlake HS capacities.  Lastly, with all 

the new housing going up in downtown Redmond, it makes sense to enlarge or rebuild Redmond Elementary. This 

keeps getting passed by and I don't know why.  Redmond Elementary serves a huge geographical area, all the way 

to Idylwood Park!  My first proposal works well with this.

21 Capacity I think schools that have capacity issues as well as are an aging facility need to be the priority. 

22 Capacity I think you need to prioritize capacity issues regardless of if you already have land. LW area and Redmond area will 

need to be proritized to have enough space, especially at the elementary level.
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23 Capacity I would like to prioritize schools with capacity issues that can be enlarged and have available land that can be used 

more efficiently and at a lower cost. However, when you are planning for this you need to take into consideration 

the common areas that students use for lunch, PE, recess, library, etc. In the past this has not been addressed and 

has caused less crowding in the classroom but severe,  difficult and extremely inconvenient problems with spaces 

for specialists, lunch, recess and even passing in the hallways.

24 Capacity Instead of building more space, have schools in 2 sessions- morning and afternoon so one set of students attend 

7.30am to 12.30pm, second group attends 1pm to 6pm.    Have a hybrid model where students are home one day a 

week so the same school space is used by many different students/classes 

25 Capacity majority due to expand of student population & need capacity ...

26 Capacity Only place I can find to comment in general -- not sure what regulations may prevent us from doing so, but build 

bigger schools in the first place! It has been disappointing and frustrating to hear about portables being added to 

schools that have JUST been rebuilt. Build the original school larger in the first place. I have NEVER heard of a 

school saying "we just have too much space". However we frequently hear about lack of space, not enough 

classrooms, wanting bigger gyms, overcrowding, etc. This seems to be common sense - the growth is no longer 

"unprecedented" as it seems the district loves to claim when describing needs for funds or new space. Parents have 

said this for years in the community (I've had kids in schools here for about 18 years now): Build larger original 

buildings!!! Ones that are not already out of space before construction is even finished!!!

27 Capacity Put money where there is the greatest need in the district for capacity first and then aging schools.

28 Capacity The schools that have been rebuilt (such as Peter Kirk) should have DOUBLE the capacity they have.  Add an extra 

level, use the land, stop spending money on making them look like opera houses. I mean I appreciate good 

architecture, but focus on CAPACITY first. Otherwise we keep spending money every couple of years. And another 

thing: how do you dare say "aging" and "capacity" in the same breath?  Please separate the two!!!  Don't assume 

people who care about capacity also care about aging.  You're insulting us and the tax money you get from us.

29 Choice Schools 2 concerns- I think the money should be spent on technology and finding new and more innovative ways to learn 

rather than just increasing the sizes of schools. Also, building new choice schools seems like spending a lot of 

capital on a lower number of students. Its seems unfair. It would be better to improve the standard learning 

options at the normal schools rather than providing a bunch of resources to individuals that "win the lottery".
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30 Choice Schools A choice school could be put in the Juanita area whether it be elementary, middle or high school. It would address 

some capacity/aging issues, but more importantly, this area does not have any choice schools except EAS. Is this 

fair to the Juanita area students? Or, should I say it bluntly, is it discriminitory? Also, what about expanding the 

enrollment of choice schools in general.  With the 2nd largest district in the state, why is our choice school 

enrollment is so, so small?  The percentage of the district's students attending these schools is tiny compared to 

what our district's students could be given the opportunity to attend.  Why do these schools have to be so small?  

Why not make them the size of regular schools? Let's make our district incredilble!  Thirdly, what about adding 

other immersion schools? Personally, I feel that all of our elementary schools should be immersion. Look at other 

countries. We are one of the only countries who do not teach their children other languages from the get go. It's 

frankly embarrassing.

31 Choice Schools Build a Choice School Campus for the 4 middle school choice schools in a semi-centralized location in the district.  

This would alleviate capacity issues at both Finn Hill and Rose Hill Middle, would get Renaissance out of portables 

and off of a high school campus (which would free up the portables for other uses), and would get Northstar off of 

a high school campus.  I would also recommend offering choice schools the option to expand, which there is high 

demand for in the community.  The opportunity to expand could be captured if building a middle school Choice 

School Campus or if the choice school is relocated to another campus (which is in the FAC's recommendations for 

Stella and/or EAS).  I know Stella has a strong interest in expanding from 90 to 180 (over a three-year process).

32 Choice Schools Build additional choice schools that address the demand in the school district. The neighborhood school does not 

sufficiently address the student needs - given the lottery and %students who prefer a choice school.
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33 Choice Schools Develop a hybrid system. Design and test models that rotate home and facility programs. Use Khan Academy and 

augment with tutoring and inperson guidance.  Stop wasting money on trying to develope a new wheel. Plug and 

play known solutions.  Start with the end in mind (create capable and competent adults with opportunities in life).  

Address through-put / choke point challenges with an employee driven red flag system for any at risk or challenged 

students.  Spend money on solving throughput issues not a physical education empire (huge administration).   

Every time I help my kid with Khan Academy, it makes me wonder about financial incentives to decision makers for 

not utilizing this fantastic and free resource.   System feels horse and buggy with egos attached to failing cobbled 

together/disjointed solutions.  The new high tech community that is moving in will demand more.  Choice schools 

are where everyone wants their kids.  Are you completely numb?  Make everything into smaller choice school 

designs, which are most successful and desired. A hybrid design with khan Academy. "Choice" is a flipping joke of a 

label. There is no choice involved. The wait list is in the thousands. You guys are totally missing it, and what really 

sucks is that the families and kids are worse off.  

34 Choice Schools Expand choice middle school capacity due to high demand. 

35 Choice Schools It seems clear that you could alleviate overcrowding at LWHS by changing attendance boundaries. Ideally, you 

would move the boundary slightly south on the west side of 405 below Forbes Creek and then draw east. Why 

wouldn't you do that if JHS has projected capacity and the other neighboring school is over capacity? So easy to do.  

 Secondly, yes, refurbish the pool at Juanita. All of the schools use it for swim meets and practices. It's really a 

resource for all. Popular Choice schools. Juanita Cambridge is the very best model where you co-locate a choice 

program with a full line high school. It provides the accelerated academics, social diversity, athletics and all the rest 

of the enrichment opportunities under one roof. You should expand choices schools but, if you do, just build a new 

high school for all and co-locate the choice school there like at Juanita. Disclosure: We are in the LWHS boundary 

and attend Juanita HS for Cambridge International. 

36 Choice Schools More choice schools!

37 Choice Schools More choice schools. The Middle School choice lottery is almost impossible to get in to. 

38 Choice Schools New choice school in redmond  New school to manage redmond high 

39 Choice Schools Please, please, please when you build choice high schools, make them for our students that are struggling in high 

school, not the ones that are going to be sucessful- we need tech prep, or career prep schools for students that are 

looking for jobs after high school. Those are the students that have the greatest need. 

40 Choice Schools Smaller choice schools close to each area
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41 Choice Schools Stem school should be increased in size when there are so many students who apply and do not get it.

42 Choice Schools There are too many students in high schools of our district, so the additional choice high schools  are needed 

urgently. 

43 Choice Schools When choice high schools are built- STOP building schools for our most academic students. What we really need 

are career prep high schools for our students that struggle! 

44 Choice Schools Strongly Agree - LWSD is facing great issues in addressing to rising number of students in the school district.  

Strongly Disagree - Increasing school capacity as a well thought solution.  Issues that need to be addressed -  1. 

Student : Teacher ratio need to be maintained. There is an overload of students and the current learning model 

does not sufficiently address the need to have smaller classroom setup and support it with smaller student:teacher 

ratio.  2.Online learning option for students should be made available. Most of the proposed student rise can be 

met with supplementing a new mixed learning model with both online and in person classes. This is especially a 

viable option for middle school - high school students.  Building new buildings or talking about expansion plan in 

this uncertain world especially with  COVID crisis sounds somewhat unappealing.   3. Virtual Schools - Please do 

address the possibility of making virtual school or online school added as an option to the school district's plan to 

address increase in student population. This can be set up almost immediately without expensive million dollar 

solutions in infrastructure.  4. Insufficient STEM Choice Schools - With so many IT companies like Amazon, 

Facebook, Google, Microsoft, Spacex, Nintendo, and many more having presence in the Eastside region - it makes 

sense to include more choice schools offering niche skills that meets the demands of the skill sets that these 

companies require in the years to come. By not addressing this important issue, we would see that our children 

would lose out precious time and also the opportunity to excel in these fields. A classic example is in the demand - 

supply issue when it comes to admission to the TESLA STEM HIGH in LWSD. It's such a pity that only one such 

school is available in the entire LWSD region, denying many children the opportunity to focus in the STEM 

programs. (Please look up at the application rate to the acceptance rate) It is even more painful to note that 

students of merit lose opportunities to gain admission because of the randomized "lottery" process. It's akin to Ivy 

League Universities conducting a lottery process to determine if a student be admitted into their undergrad 

programs.      

45 Early Learning Build a early learning center an free elementary classroom space.  Make new elementary school a choice school. 

46 Early Learning build a regular high school  in LWSD that has a pre school on premises that could be used to teach early childhood 

classes as well as provide childcare for teen and teacher/staff children. 
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47 Early Learning Build space in Rachel Carson Elementary for Preschool to move into the building. Right now preschool is in 

portables that do not support the needs of the students. Preschool needs more space in the classroom, accessible 

entry ways, and a bathroom and changing table in the classroom. The portable does not provide any of these 

fundamental needs for the preschoolers.

48 Early Learning If preschools are moved out of elementary schools where will they go??  

49 Early Learning It is great to see the addition of early learning centers in the Lake Washington and Juanita Learning Communities.  

Please consider adding an Early Learning Center to the Eastlake Learning Community.  Please consider purchasing & 

remodeling existing community buildings/sites that could also accommodate partnering with community 

daycares/preschools that could provide truly inclusive settings for early childhood classes.

50 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

The community needs and deserves an aquatic center so definitely put funds towards repairing the Juanita pool. It 

seems that very little attention is being given to the Juanita Area in terms of Finn Hill. This is problematic as we are 

growing rapidly as seen with housing and traffic. Please plan for that!  Students and teachers belong in classrooms 

with adequate sanitary stations and bathrooms nearby. No adequate handwashing can be done in portables! Either 

purchase portables with bathrooms and sinks or build more schools in general to alleviate class sizes being too 

large and students/teachers being stuck in portables with no easy access to restrooms.   Priority needs to be 

reducing portable use at the elementary level. Remove early childhood from elementary, especially from 

overcrowded elementary schools to free up classroom space. Create space for early childhood elsewhere and get 

the state to fund it for ALL students, not just low income or kids with disabilities. They need to stop "consulting" 

and start spending money on actually funding this. Nothing ever changes in this regard and it's very discouraging to 

see as we know that early childhood is a pivotal part of a student's academic career.  Remove choice schools as 

they don't serve the whole public school community but do take funding. Make it more fair but getting rid of them!

51 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

A new swimming pool at Juanita Highschool and a swimming pool for Lake Washington High School

52 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Don't mess up the size of Juanita's field house. Leave the interior size alone and update the building to be a safe 

learning environment, ie. updated building structures, adequate lighting and painting. 

53 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Give Juanita a new fieldhouse before it is deemed non operational!

54 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Hardwood floors in the Juanita field house on all courts. 
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55 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

It feels like the JHS Fieldhouse , Kamikain MS and Rockwell Elementary are desperately in need of updating or 

replacement due to their age.

56 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

JHS fieldhouse & Kamiakin school...because they are both the oldest in the district and falling apart!!

57 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

JHS Fieldhouse needs to get prioritize , this is only right size indoor pool in whole  Kirkland and Redmond area, 

served not only highschoolers but also the kirkland redmond community. it is ashamed in this expensive area there 

is not one decent water facility to use year around. 58 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Juanita  Fieldhouse it's an old archaic building it feels like you stepped into Alcatraz prison yard. A rubble wasteland 

and an abandoned broken down pool. You only have one bathroom stall in the boys locker room it's a dungeon. 

59 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Juanita Field House, Football and baseball fields should be updated

60 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Juanita High Fieldhouse and pool - these could be fantastic facilities...and probably were in the 60's. They are so out 

of date and run down, it is a stark contrast to the rest of the new Juanita High campus. They seem barely functional.

61 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Refurbish and rebuild the Juanita Pool and Field House.  This is the ONLY public pool in Kirkland that is open year 

round.  It is one of three pools on the eastside for a growing sport of swimming.  

62 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Refurbish JHS Pool

63 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Refurbishment of swimming pool, pool deck, pool locker rooms and field house locker rooms, training, weight and 

mat rooms. Facility was built in 1971. Swimmingpool needs upgrade to prevent complete failure/shut down. 

Inglewood Middle school is overpopulated and the school itself needs refurbishing and upgrade.

64 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

The JHS Fieldhouse really needs to be udpated, especially now that the new building is done it looks very outdated 

next to the new building.

65 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

I recommend placing a high priority on the Juanita Pool/Fieldhouse Improvements. The "extra" money from the 

Juanita HIgh Replacement should have gone toward this project. That pool/fieldhouse gets a lot of use and brings in 

money for LWSD. The outside use also brings in money to local businesses which then gets passed along to LWSD 

through tax money.  With more and more businesses/jobs either leaving Puget Sound and/or businesses deciding 

that their employees can work  remotely, there will be less incentive for employees to purchase or rent a dwelling 
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66 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

It is sad and scary to see all the money you are putting into this when many families are struggling with online 

learning.  It is time for a change. When covid is over why not offering online school. Why not create a special 

department for that. Why not building more recreation facilities with a swimming pool and all the amenities like 

JHS fieldhouse. You need to think outside the box, life has changed and it won't be the last covid. Thanks for reading

67 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Juanita HS Fieldhouse AND UPSTAIRS areas (*not* pool) Roof is leaking & needs fixed The training facility (both 

rooms) are out-dated & in disproportionate to other district athletic & PE training areas.  (equity?)

68 JHS - Pool/ 

Fieldhouse

Please please refurbish JHS field house and pool.  The community needs both so much.

69 Other If it's absolutely necessary to have portables, can you please have drinking water available to the 

students/teachers..

70 Other Make buildings cool and make school lunches better

71 Other The district is too large and wide spread. Might be time to consider splitting the district into 2 or 3 smaller districts. 

It's difficult to address the needs of such a large district.

72 Other Updated technology , common spaces, added bathrooms for several portables,  open learning areas for grade 

levels to collaborate. Same  kind of spaces for teachers. Large schools need a gym that does not combo as a 

cafeteria. If students eat in classroom, a different floor than carpeting. not sanitary! Staff restrooms in more than 

one location. Two stalls for a staff of over 60 women, not sanitary! 

73 Planning Why does it cost 11 Million to construct 8 new classrooms?  It just seems like it is way too much money

74 Planning Be innovative and look at urban schools

75 Planning Buy new land to allow for further expansion for growth. Work with cities to have developers earmark some 

available land for school districts like they do for parks. It is ridiculous that all these houses are allowed to be built 

without any provision of where schools will be built.   It will be challenging to fit a second school on the existing 76 Planning With COVID, we do need to keep in mind that dealing with aging conditions and capacity needs to be dealt with 

before the issue arises.  Need to have plans on how to stay up on maintaining building to meet the health needs.  

77 Planning Yes. Have the LWSD place somebody full time in the City of Kirkland permit office to track how many 

housing/building permits they are handing out. Until you do this your school capacity planning will always be 

reactive and 5-10yrs late. 
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78 Planning It makes sense to build new choice schools, both Middle and High School that align with  the career aspirations of 

students and the rising market demand. Do convert aging elementary schools into pre schools and invest funds into 

new schools. Instead of expanding the new elementary schools please add new schools closer to community to 

reduce commute time for the children. For instance if you would take the communities living in our area in South 

East Redmond - namely Redmond Hill, Evans Creek, Vesta Apartments and Woodbridge (and a new community 

planned nearby) there is no elementary / middle / high school at walking distance. It's a shame that our elementary 

children have to travel in overcrowded buses to schools despite the fact that we pay so much money in taxes. 

Alcott is 3.7 miles away from where we live, Evergreen Middle is 2.8 miles and Eastlake High is 6.1 miles away. Our 

high school kids, need to wake up as early as 5:45am in order to take the bus at 6:30am to school.  I know most of 

the high schoolers either car pool in the morning hours and use public transport to return back home, to save their 

time in the evening, and get a 30 minute extra sleep time  in the morning.  Sadly we don't see anything happening 

when the planning takes place to address this issue. Most of the residents are employees of Microsoft / Amazon.    

79 Planning Just keep classrooms big! thanks

80 Planning Please update your models to better reflect real population growth. Review where the capacity models were 

wrong in the past (LWHS, RHMS, Ben Rush, all recently re-built. All overcrowded.)

81 Positive 

Comments

I trust that our facilities are monitored closely by the district and that you are better equipped to answer this 

question than I.

82 Quest Quest locations for the elementary and middle school for Lake Washington/Kirkland area: Move quest program 

from Thoreau elementary which is really far from Rose Hill and Twain to Rose Hill/ Twain/Franklin or somewhere 

near downtown Kirkland  The Thoreau location is too far( almost 1 hr one way by bus, even more when there is 

snow) for most families attending the quest program and there is no location in Central Kirkland for Quest. This 

compared to Redmond area quest locations is really unjust for the students who live in Central Kirkland and have to 

go to all the way to Thoreau elementary  Same for Middle school: move quest program to Rose Hill or Kirkland 

middle school

83 Quest Move self-contained quest to another building in LWSD that has empty classrooms, unless we have enough 

enrolled to house quest students from our own neighborhood. The program currently uses 4 classrooms in a 

building that has already had a wing added on. We are overflowing into portables as it is, and with 30 classrooms, 

we have a nightmare scenario for lunch and specialist scheduling. Spread self contained quest out to the 

neighborhood schools. It's better for the students and the capacity problem. Don't punish one school because it is 

not on a wetland.
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84 Quest Move Quest students from Thoreau Elementary

85 Resource Center Added space for the RC and support services staff or better yet, make it a standard that staff can work from home.  

Refit the office model as shared spaces when staff do go to the RC or support services .  Many jobs can be done 

remotely and not cost the district extra money.

86 Resource Center I would like to see the Resource Center enlarged or moved to a bigger facility.

87 Schools - Alcott Rebuild and expand Alcott ES

88 Schools - Alcott a comment for Alcott. The school might not be up to date but I think the biggest issue is the large amount of 

portable classrooms. Besides from not looking very nice it also gives a divided feeling between the main building 

and the portable classrooms.

89 Schools - Alcott A new high school in Union Hill area. Or reboundry Union hill area to Ella baker/timberline/Redmond high. Alcott is 

our school and it is way over capacity. 

90 Schools - Alcott Additional restrooms/stand alone restrooms for the students in the portables. Drinking fountain outside for 

portable students and recess. At this point, Alcott only has 1 drinking fountain for the whole school.

91 Schools - Alcott ALCOTT

92 Schools - Alcott Alcott

93 Schools - Alcott Alcott -  it's been a long time since the premises has been upgraded and the number of students have increased so 

this is a must needed upgrade. 

94 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary

95 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary 

96 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary 

97 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary facility does not meet OSHA requirements and needs to be a high priority. Not only are they over 

capacity with 12! portables, they also have few bathrooms for kids and ONE for staff/visitors.  They do not have a 

cafeteria which, along with having few bathrooms, creates more challenges for the custodial crew.

98 Schools - Alcott Alcott elementary has an extremely large land area that could be developed into many great things. The modular 

buildings must go. Fields and activities need minimal investment in the short term to better reflect LWSD's 

commitment to children's healthy growth and play.

99 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary is already on the list.  It has been put on the back-burner once already and I am hoping that it is 

given higher priority this time around. Right now it has both capacity and aging issues. Even if it were at capacity 

and not over it really needs to be re-built.
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100 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary is in need of most urgent upgrade

101 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary is very old, has a lot of portables, and no cafeteria the kids are eating in classrooms.

102 Schools - Alcott Alcott elementary needs to be rebuilt 

103 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary School because it is very difficult for younger students to be in portables. There are 2 bathroom 

stalls for over 60 staff members. 

104 Schools - Alcott Alcott Elementary School

105 Schools - Alcott Alcott has needed attention for a long time, it reminds me of the poorly Juanita high school building (now 

updated).  Our population spikes so high at times that the teachers are using every available space and spaces are 

very dingy and feel slightly damp in pods/over or under heated in portables . I have had children in that school for 

11 years and we have 3 more years to go.  I would like to see that this building gets the needed attention. I feel 

that the Evergreen building is in a similar state.  We need to fix current school buildings first.  

106 Schools - Alcott Alcott needs more facilities such as bathrooms and HVAC to better serve both students and Staff, and make for a 

better learning environment.

107 Schools - Alcott Alcott needs rebuilt desperately.

108 Schools - Alcott Completely rebuild Alcott Elementary to accommodate  for continuing growth. At this point Alcott has close to 700 

students with only 4 boys bathrooms and 4 girls bathrooms. All of the students in the portables are having to come 

into the building to use the restrooms by the gym which are also the restrooms used for recess. They also only have 

1 drinking fountain for the whole building. Every classroom and portable is in use and some specialists and the 

school nurse are having to share rooms. There is only 1 gym that is in use the entire school day so students are 

required to eat lunch in their classrooms. There really is no room to expand. 

109 Schools - Alcott Expanded and new facilities at Alcott. Aging structure and growth needs. 

110 Schools - Alcott Just rebuild a new school: Alcott Elementary. Definitely need more bathrooms for students and especially for staff!!  

 The old building school doesn't meet the educational specifications. Building is constantly cold no matter what 

temperature you put it on...building is just not energy efficient.  
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111 Schools - Alcott Louisa May Alcott Elementary school-  We are in an old building and have outgrown the space.  We were built for 

around 400 (and some students) but now have over 700 students enrolled.  We are constantly running into the 

problem of not having enough spaces for classrooms.  We even have floater teachers to help in grades because we 

have too many kids for the original number of teachers but not enough classrooms to help our students be in a 

smaller class sized environment.  We only have 3 kid bathrooms for all of these students.  There are often times the 

kids in the portables (3rd and 5th grade) are having accidents because they can't walk across the campus quick 

enough to their closest bathroom (plus they have to navigate through a locked door).  Sometimes when they get 

there the bathroom is full.   We have a staff of mainly women and we have two toilets for "ladies"  we had to 

convert the men's adult bathroom to a Unisex because the line was too long for the ladies bathroom and we only 

have so many minutes between classes.  Getting into the bathroom is like a puzzle because it is so small. We have 

too many staff members to sit in our staff room for lunch break.  The students eat in their classrooms because we 

have no cafeteria.  There are often food spills in the classroom or messes left behind from kids' lunches.  With our 

capacity being so high it is always super hard/impossible  to schedule an appropriate amount of recess time for the 

students to get outside to get fresh air and exercise.  In order for all of the classes to have PE 2x a week we have to 

double up some of the  classes.  This puts having 50ish students in the gym running around and sharing equipment 

and space so they get their PE minutes in.  

112 Schools - Alcott Please update Alcott, it is crazy old and falling apart. Dead birds fell through the ceiling 

113 Schools - Alcott Rebuild and expand Alcott Elementary.

114 Schools - Alcott Remodel Alcott Elementary! 

115 Schools - Alcott Remove portables at Alcott and add cafeteria. 
116 Schools - Alcott Renovate and modernize Alcott elementary.

117 Schools - Alcott Space is so tough at Alcott and the building is old.  I worry about the water and there are many creatures.

118 Schools - Alcott/ 

EMS

Both Alcott and EMS are aging and never get priority for upgrades/ rebuild. Please address needs of both these 

schools. My kids may not be part of the newer facilities but hopefully others will benefit.

119 Schools - Alcott/ 

EMS

Evergreen Middle AND Alcott should both be on the very soon list of re-building. 

120 Schools - Alcott/ 

Rockwell

Highly support remodel of both Rockwell and Alcott Elementary.  Both schools more than meet the "aging and 

capacity" criteria.  
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121 Schools - Alcott/ 

Smith

For Eastlake I would recommend Smith and Alcott as planned. 

122 Schools - Alcott/ 

Smith

We need to rebuild Smith and Alcott elementary schools before we keep adding to other schools. Some schools are 

tabbed for additions when they aren't even needed yet while Smith and Alcott keep getting pushed to the back 

burner. They were supposed to be rebuilt by now. but instead schools like LWHS are getting additions soon after 

being redone. Smith is one of the highest ranked elementary schools in the district, yet it's the oldest and 

completely falling apart. Thank goodness for great teachers who keep putting kids first while having to deal with 

lack of heat, walking outside to go to other parts of the school and horrible portables. These are 30 year old 

portables that need to go, yet again Smith and Alcott are being overlooked. Why?? Why do these two schools keep 

getting pushed off?? I was teaching in a portable when my heater broke in the middle of winter. A worker from the 

district came out to look at it. He told me that since the heater in my room is no longer being used IN ANY building 

or made for that matter, he was going to have to try to find a part in another old heater that wasn't in use anymore 

at one of the old school sites. Thankfully he found the needed part, but my students and I had to suffer through no 

heat for a few days all because our school has SO many students and not enough classrooms IN the building. Again, 

why is Smith and Alcott being pushed off?? 

123 Schools - 

Alcott/EMS

Alcott and Evergreen both needs expansion and upgrade. In Alcott, there are 11 portables, and there are no 

bathrooms in those portables.  Evergreen Middle school is aging and need spaces for kid's clubs activities, and new 

playground or gym for sports. Both schools have large enrollment and the building can't meet the needs. 

124 Schools - 

Alcott/Smith/ 

Rockwell

Alcott Elementary Smith Elementary Rockwell Elementary

125 Schools - 

Audubon

Audubon Elementary is full. We have portables and shared spaces being used as classrooms. A new apartment 

building will be built within the next two years that houses hundreds of families inside our boundary lines. How are 

you going to accommodate all these families when we are already full?

126 Schools - 

Audubon

Where is Audubon on this list?  The portables are in POOR condition and the building has had pipes burst, ceilings 

leak and is constantly cold.  Layout  has only one floor with students learning in shared spaces, store rooms, art 

rooms, tech rooms, etc.

127 Schools - 

Blackwell

Blackwell Elementary. Last year, Blackwell did not have a classroom available to add a kindergarten class.
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128 Schools - 

Blackwell

Blackwell Elementary. To expand capacity and address aging facility.

129 Schools - 

Dickinson

Dickinson Elementary has many old portables which are considered not usable. Why doesn't the district tear them 

down? Previously some of these portables were used for the Preschool but I believe the preschool has been moved 

to the Old Redmond Schoolhouse... so what is the plan for those "unusable" portables? That is land that could be 

used for something else to accommodate students?

130 Schools - 

Dickinson

Dickinson Elementary.  It is an old building and does not house room for students.  Also there are older building on 

the property that are unsafe for people to be in.  There is black mold and rodents living in these buildings.  Why is 

this even happening!  These children are our future and this is how they are treated?!

131 Schools - 

Dickinson

Dickinson elementary. Aging facility with outdated classrooms and layout. 

132 Schools - 

Dickinson

Emily Dickinson is falling down. Bad ventilation and smells like mold . Get rid of portables 

133 Schools - 

Dickinson

Is there a plan to utilize the space available at the Dickinson Campus?

134 Schools - 

Dickinson

Tear down the old moldy preschool buildings at Dickinson Ele! Put something else there. Choice school? 

135 Schools - 

Dickinson/ EMS

You must remodel Dickinson Elementary and Evergreen middle school. They are awfully rundown, out of date and 

unacceptable. It is completely unfair that some kids are going to brand new facilities but that you have focused no 

money or attention on bringing the old facilities up to reasonable levels of comfort and function.

136 Schools - EAS Add on to FHMS rather than move EAS to a different building

137 Schools - EAS I think you should expand the amazing Stella Schola program in permanent classrooms. EAS has done well at a 

larger size, and Stella could easily double to add extra middle school seats. A lot of my friends want to be in a 

choice school like Stella but can't get in, so this would really increase their chances.  High schools like Redmond also 

seem to be quite impacted by overcrowding, so immediate additions there are most important too. 

138 Schools - EAS Please do not move EAS. Losing the greenhouse would be a big loss.
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139 Schools - EHS Eastlake does not have enough science classrooms to address our growing population. It is a rarity if a science 

classroom is not in use with students during the day. This results in science teachers moving rooms throughout the 

day, meaning moving supplies and making it difficult for students to and staff to find teachers.  Eastlake needs 

support increasing our science classroom capacity.

140 Schools - EHS Eastlake High School is BUSTING at the seams. Where are you getting those capacity numbers?! Definitely doesn't 

seem correct. Curious as to why there has been very little done to improve the EHS facilities, when enrollment 

there is probably the highest in the District. EVERY other LWSD High School has had MAJOR improvements. When 

will it be Eastlake's turn?

141 Schools - 

Elementary

I find the inequity across aging facilities and new buildings significant, and the old buildings are all elementary, is 

that correct? Do any middle school or high school students or staff have to work in buildings with 1 adult bathroom 

split into 2 stalls, portables and furniture from decades ago, unclear office access for visitors, etc? I appreciate all 

the work to make things better for all LWSD.

142 Schools - EMS Evergreen Middle School looks like a dump. Especially when compared to Timberline, which is less than 5 miles 

away. The track and soccer fields are a joke, there's no spectator stands, the tennis courts have depressions,  the 

building looks like it was built in 1967 and the whole area looks shady and unused. It's bad enough that half the 

school is in portables but why should my child attend a school that looks like a drug front while classmates literally 

up the street attend a beautiful, state of the art school? I'm not voting for any bonds while my children are treated 

like waifs from a ghetto.

143 Schools - EMS I am not sure that I understand what you mean by rebuild Evergreen Middle School.  There are only three relatively 

new portables. The other portables need to be replaced all at the same time to provide more natural light, modern 

furniture and comfortable chairs for students. There is an entire baseball field available to add more portables or 

an 8th grade campus to house many more students.

144 Schools - EMS I feel that Evergreen Middle School really needs to be torn down as soon as possible and rebuilt.  There seems to 

be enough land that the new school could be built while the other school remains open.  I also feel that a new 

Redmond "North" High School would serve the area much better than a new choice school.  The Redmond North 

area is growing and really needs its own High School.

145 Schools - EMS I hope Evergreen is slated for remodel soon.  It's in pretty bad shape but has tons of space to rebuild.

146 Schools - EMS I want the improvements done at Evergreen Middle school. 

147 Schools - EMS Leave Evergreen's "footprint", gut the interior leaving the structure, rebuild the internals and expand into the 

unused spaces (two courtyards).

148 Schools - High 

School

A comprehensive high school rather than choice high schools (which contribute to long commutes and situations of 

inequity)
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149 Schools - High 

School

ad smaller high schools

150 Schools - High 

School

add a High School in the Redmond Ridge area.

151 Schools - High 

School

Build a 5th comprehensive high school!!

152 Schools - High 

School

Build a new high school to alleviate the capacity issues at Eastlake that is not a choice HS. The drive and commute 

for students not in the Plateau to get to school is long and unpredictable. A new HS should be considered near 

Evergreen to serve this area. 

153 Schools - High 

School

I would like to see a project that adds another high school in LWSD that is not a choice school. Choice schools are 

not always an option for families with multiple children, if you'd like to keep them in the same school and can't 

guarantee spots for a sibling. The district needs to find a solution that addresses everyone and doesn't penalize kids 

that want to stay at the main high school.

154 Schools - High 

School

You need a regular not choice high school in Redmond ridge area so timberline and evergreen feed into that school 

instead of going such a distance to the current HS.  Also should consider district change for the people on the ridge 

who are required to go down to riverview.   Poor planning has sent my elementary school age kid to 3 different 

elementary schools from reboundary.

155 Schools - High 

School

Build an additional HS in Redmond area is more important than add choice school(s) in this area.  Reboundary in HSs

156 Schools - High 

School

There is a huge need for another high school.... RHS is ridiculously over crowded .... you put in new Elementary and 

new middle schools but where are all going to be funneled into the over crowded some aging high schools ??!!  

157 Schools - IMS Remodel/rebuild INglewood

158 Schools - IMS Add capacity to Inglewood Middle School. Expand the school on the existing property.

159 Schools - IMS Ingelwood Middle.School is old, and needs refurbishment.  Also, please re-draw boundary so that more Redmond 

kids go to Evergreen.

160 Schools - IMS Inglewood Middle School - Capacity Issues and Aging Facility. 
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161 Schools - IMS Inglewood Middle School has got to be addressed. There is not enough room for all the students, teachers don't 

have their own classrooms, no stage and yet they win a ton of band awards, my daughter stands to eat lunch, 

bathrooms are depressing and adds to students insecurities when they see themselves in the light used in the 

restrooms. Curriculum night is a nightmare. For that matter drop off and pick up is worse. It impacts regular traffic 

flow of the city. Even if someone lives less than a mile away from the school, they have to leave at least 40 minutes 

before school starts to "hopefully" get their kid to school on time. Its ridiculous. The school does not reflect the 

"affluent" area we read about in the write ups about Sammamish. LWSD should be embarrassed for the neglect. Is 

the LWSD keeping tabs on the amount of homes being built in the area? Wake up...more are coming! 

162 Schools - IMS Inglewood Middle School.

163 Schools - IMS Inglewood MS expand/rebuild

164 Schools - IMS Is Inglewood Middle School at capacity? It seems like such a HUGE enrollment for a 3 grade school. 

165 Schools - IMS Issaquah has been completely rebuilding schools adjacent to exsisting properties. I would like to see a similar patter 

for LWSD. Inglewood Middle School and many elementary schools are perfect candidates for this plan. Please bring 

back lockers. My kids have two homes and the lack of lockers at Inglewood creates particularly heavy backpacks. 

166 Schools - IMS/ 

EHS

Inglewood - this is an old building that is beyond capacity.  Making new boundaries will help but the rate houses are 

being added it will be a short term solution.  Inglewood and Eastlake need more space and Inglewood needs new 

facilities - the locker rooms are beyond capacity every period, the halls are so small moving 1300 people in 5 

minutes is nearly impossible, there isn't space for all kids at lunch (some sit on the floor or don't eat and just go to 

the library), IMS needs to be addressed both with new boundaries as well as new building.  

167 Schools - 

Intermediate

Consider building "Intermediate Schools" for grades 5/6 to alleviate crowding at Elementary and Middle Schools. 

This solution addresses both facilities needs and children's developmental needs. 

168 Schools - KAMS - Rebuild or expand Kamiakin. It is the oldest school in the district. 

169 Schools - KAMS Expand Kamiakin and don't move EAS from it's current location where it has been since its founding. 

170 Schools - KAMS I want to emphasize the importance of expanding/rebuilding Kamiakin Middle School as well as the refurbishment 

of the JHS fieldhouse  and pool. 

171 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin  has been last on the priority to get up graded, and  we are now more than ready and deserving to get  

some help and attention
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172 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin is an aging facility that does not currently meet the needs of the community it serves. Before another 

program can be added (like Stella Schola), the facilities need to meet the needs of the increasing population there. 

173 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin is in desperate need of a new building.  It is the oldest building of all those listed besides the JHS 

fieldhouse.  I have spent many hours volunteering in that school and because of the old HVAC, it's difficult to hear 

what the teacher is saying.  How much do the students miss because they can't hear.  Building a new school that is 

larger and has in its plans space for Stella Schola (1st) or EAS (2nd) would make sense.  

174 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin is in desperate need of a remodel and expansion. This community has been left out and forgotten for too 

long in the district. Please make this a priority!

175 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin is the most diverse school in our district. Kamiakin Middle School has run down athletic  fields and is one 

of the oldest schools in the districts. The gym floor is old, gym dark. Juanita just got redone. Let's take care of 

Kamiakin. 

176 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin needs a rebuild not just an expansion. There are classrooms with no windows, it is not compatible with 

new technology, the gym floor is beautiful, but the ceiling is constantly crumbing on it, such that kids are always 

slipping and falling. My kids came home from basketball practice with huge bruises on there knees all the time & 

other school they play always said they were clearly trash since the school was! There is no way to show videos or 

movies to a large audience (ie bigger than a classroom).  The lockers take up space but are so rusted & full of 

critters that they are unusable without a huge cleanup cost. 

177 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin needs the boost. Help them out!

178 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin needs to be rebuilt. Period. 

179 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin. As a parent it's infuriating that some schools are on their second rebuild or addition and yet the district 

can't even supply KaMS with new portables or blacktop instead of gravel, which prevents the backdoors from 

closing--causing a safety issue. 

180 Schools - KAMS Upgrade Kamiakin and change the boundaries to better balance the Learning Communities.  

181 Schools - KAMS Rebuild Kamaikin Middle ASAP. Its the oldest and worst condition in the "fleet" and far behind the quality of any 

other school in the district. This should be priority 1. 

182 Schools - KAMS Rebuild Kamiakin

183 Schools - KAMS Rebuild Kamiakin MS

184 Schools - KAMS Please prioritize rebuilding and updating Kamiakin Middle School and redrawing the boundary for Finn Hill Middle 

School over moving the EAS campus to Kamiakin's campus.
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185 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin has significant needs. Thank you for addressing those needs in this round. 

186 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin is in desperate need of a revision. Please, please make this a priority.

187 Schools - KAMS Kamiakin should be prioritized not just because of capacity shortfall. It is a severely outdated/unsafe structure. 

Plumbing issues cause bathrooms to close frequently and there aren't enough to begin with. My kid was never able 

to use the restroom during the day while attending which is just ridiculous 

188 Schools - KAMS/ 

JHS Fieldhouse

Kamiakin Middle School Rebuild and Enlarge and juanita high school fieldhouse projects are long overdue.  They 

dont even compare with other facilities in the district.  Please put them both at the top of the list!

189 Schools - 

KAMS/JHS 

Fieldhouse

Kamiakin Middle School Rebuild and Enlarge and Juanita highschool fieldhouse are both long overdue projects.  

They don't even come close when comparing with other facilities in the district.  Please put them at the top of the 

list!

190 Schools - KiMS Making Kirkland middle way bigger! We live within walking distance yet have to drive 9miles to Finn Hill! All our 

sports friends go there, so kids are separated! Better parking lot efficiency, flow, more room fir building!

191 Schools - 

Lakeview

Increase capacity at Lakeview Elementary

192 Schools - 

Lakeview

Lakeview Elementary is an aging school building with lots of portables. It's unclear in the committee's 

recommendations above if the proposal would also benefit/retrofit Lakeview or whether it's securing/building an 

entirely new elementary school within the LW area.

193 Schools - 

Lakeview

Lakeview Elementary is over capacity and zoning changes to allow more construction is being pushed in the 

surrounding area . These inevitable changes will increase the number of families living nearby with school-aged 

children and push Lakeview Elementary's enrolment numbers up.  There is very little land at this school for adding 

portables. Is this school overcrowding addressed by "New Elementary School (LW Area)"? It is not clear to me what 

area 'LW Area' encompasses.  Also, please consider hybrid in-person and online learning.

194 Schools - 

Lakeview

Lakeview elementary looks like a prison yard outside.  Young children need inspiring landscape like peter kirk 

elementary has for play based learning and connection with our natural environment.  Lakeview Elementary might 

as well be in the middle of Manhattan.  We're literally trying to move just to switch elementary schools.

195 Schools - LWLC Lake Washington High School and a new elementary school in the LW area. 

196 Schools - LWLC The Lake WA LC is bursting at the seams right now. Is it possible to obtain/lease building around Microsoft to use as 

an elementary schools?
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197 Schools - 

McAuliffe

Expansion of McAuliffe elementary New middle school in Sammamish area

198 Schools - Middle 

School

Increase capacity at LW and Redmond area middle schools and move 9th grade to have it more of a junior high to 

limit capacity and the need for additional HS buildings in these communities.

199 Schools - Other Prioritize schools with lowest SES and racial diversity to align with district goals around equity and closing 

opportunity / achievement gaps for traditionally marginalized students. 

200 Schools - 

Redmond El

Redmond ES recently added a new wing to the school increasing student capacity.  However the cafeteria and 

kitchen facilities were not updated to match the growing student population.   Please also consider better covered 

areas for students.

201 Schools - RHS A new Culinary Arts classroom should be added to RHS in the expansion so that RHS is up to the standards of the 

LWHS and JHS sites.  This is an extremely popular CTE class and having a new facility will allow the students to work 

in a more professional kitchen environment plus address ventilation needs.

202 Schools - RHS Expand RHS

203 Schools - RHS Redmond High School 

204 Schools - RHS Redmond High School has more than 2000 students. It's one of the biggest amount of students in the Eastside of 

Seattle. I think there should be a "traffic system" to organize students so they don't have to walk a lot in between 

classes because the halls are too crowded, it's almost impossible to walk. There should be a computer program for 

that, similar to the ones used in airports. There should be a way to distribute where the teacher's classes are so the 

student don't have to walk too far. It would avoid (viruses too).

205 Schools - RHS Redmond HS absolutely needs additional music classrooms. We currently have 3 separate programs sharing one 

classroom, which is ridiculous.

206 Schools - RHS Update and expand the Performing Arts classrooms at Redmond High School.  Redmond HS has a thriving and 

growing Performing Arts program that are sandwiched into, and vying for, space in 2 small, outdated teaching 

classrooms. The music program itself serves  between 300-400 students.  The piano lab also needs to be expanded 

since the current space can only hold 20 students instead of the normal classroom size.

207 Schools - RHS But would like to see traffic being consider in all aspects of any project.  Especially traffic on 104th to and from RHS 

when in-person classes start back up.

208 Schools - RLC New school I. Redmond area
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209 Schools - 

Rockwell

As a teacher at Rockwell, it would be amazing if we could keep the current classroom sizes if and when it is rebuilt 

so future capacity can be met. It is also great having a closet in my classroom and I could see this as a value to all 

grade levels, not just Kindergarten. Bathrooms in classrooms seem like a really germ heavy idea in the age 

following COVID. Thank you for considering us! It means a lot! Our aging building is very sad but we love working 

there.

210 Schools - 

Rockwell

Fully update Rockwell elementary

211 Schools - 

Rockwell

I definitely think Rockwell needs a complete remodel. I was asking the principal about getting a washer/dryer. He 

said the electricity couldn't handle a griddle, as he just tried to make pancakes for the teachers for a morale event 

(Spring '19) and blew a fuse- just by plugging in a pancake griddle. That school needs a lot of work!! 

212 Schools - 

Rockwell

I'm glad to see Rockwell back on the list of aging schools that will be replaced. I hope this project becomes a reality. 

213 Schools - 

Rockwell

My personal concern is Rockwell Elementary, which is already on the list. I couldn't believe that after all that 

elementary school redistricting, they hadn't gotten rid of portables! Especially when some elementary schools are 

below capacity. When they were doing all the surveys and asking us about redistricting, I had NO IDEA that all those 

capacity numbers listed included portables. Portables should always be an asterisk, with non-portables numbers 

front and center. Rockwell portables should have been put in the driveway so parents have to see them every day 

when they drop off students.

214 Schools - 

Rockwell

Norman Rockwell Elementary school is old and needs to be updated and rebuilt.  We have been on the schedule 

but keep being bumped down.  It is time!!

215 Schools - 

Rockwell

Norman Rockwell has 5 very old portables.  These need to be updated or expand the building.  These portables are 

not equitable to students.

216 Schools - 

Rockwell

Our kids at Rockwell could really use a space for quiet and sensory.

217 Schools - 

Rockwell

Please add sensory room to Rockwell elementary when rebuilding. Many students need this space and we do not 

have. Please consult interventionists (i.e., SLP, OT, PT, ELL, Safety Net. High Cap) on what needs they have for their 

spaces. As interventionists we are often placed in the "left over" spaces in buildings, despite having high quantities 

of students with some of the most unique needs. 
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218 Schools - 

Rockwell

Please rebuild and enlarge Rockwell. It is one of the oldest schools in the district and is not efficient. It was 

supposed to be rebuilt along with Peter Kirk but was taken off of the levy that passed. It is time. 

219 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rebuild Elementary schools - Rockwell. 

220 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell Elementary desperately needs a "sensory room"!  (Similar to one at Mann Elementary.) This space is 

essential for student's to self-regulate their emotions, keep themselves and others safe during movements of crisis, 

etc.  This sensory room would benefit students of all abilities.  I STRONGLY believe this a crucial addition needed. 

Please don't hesitate to reach out to me at aowenkachikis@lwsd.org. 

221 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell Elementary dues to aging facility issue.

222 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell Elementary is a great school but the building is old and the student population far exceeds the building 

capacity. Please prioritize updating Rockwell. The students deserve it.

223 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell elementary is an aging elementary that has been Pushed back for years from being rebuilt and 

remodeled. Kids have been using the 'temporary' portables for almost 10 years and that's unacceptable! It's time 

for a rebuilt, there is plenty of space for a new building, gym, lunchroom and comfortable classrooms for the kids!

224 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell elementary is badly in need of upgrading.

225 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell Elementary is in serious need of a remodel. It is the oldest school in the district that hasn't been updated. 

226 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell Elementary School desperately needs an update. It's a wonderful school with a very old building. 

Surrounding schools are new or updated, its time Rockwell is rebuilt!!

227 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell elementary. Desperate need of expanded lunch/gym area-  lighting is old

228 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell ES is in dire need of rebuilding, it has one of the best reputations but is visibly falling apart. This needs to 

be done before it becomes an emergency. 
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229 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell is on a large plot of land. IF you are going to rebuild it, it would be great if you didn't go away from the 

large classrooms and keep them BIG. As a teacher I KNOW that the CLASSROOM is where the kids spend most of 

their day. It is crazy that so many of the new schools have wasted soooooo much space on shared learning areas. 

With the Covid pandemic this is going to really make in-person learning so much more dangerous and difficult. 

KEEP THE CLASSROOMS BIG! thank you!

230 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell is showing it's age and the constant influx of students is making it harder to keep up. Please put a focus on 

Rockwell!

231 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell needs attention! It needs to be updated -- no open corridors between classrooms, more restrooms! There 

is one very small restroom dedicated to women and men. The vent system is old in all restrooms. It has a terrible 

locking design with too many different keys for each area. It has been a beautiful school that has served its purpose 

but needs enlarging and updating!

232 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell needs to be renovated.  

233 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell needs to be updated.  Either with an expansion or rebuild.  The portables that teachers are being sent to 

teach in are not large enough to house the class sizes and are old and falling apart.  Keeping the large classroom 

sizes is still important to us. 

234 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell!  It has been beyond it's capacity for sometime now and the building is too old to consider expanding.

235 Schools - 

Rockwell

Rockwell, aging facility, needs a facelift

236 Schools - 

Rockwell

Yes! I have worked at Rockwell since 1992 and although still functional and clean, it is very old and is in need of 

many repairs and different design. The design is inappropriate for our northwest weather. Walking outside from a 

class to the library or gym is terrible. We have to utilize our gym for all of our services! PE, lunch, assemblies, 

overflow - we do not have a "commons" area for plays or any kind of extra space. Like when we have picture day - 

we have to re arrange the gym to cover all of the events. Hallways are cement and cold in the winter. Our ceiling 

tiles are old. The lighting could be better. If our custodians were not as great as they are, we would be in really 

tough shape. Only one female and male bathroom! That is unacceptable! We have 60 staff and 99% women! The 

outside intercom does not reach the portables in the event of an emergency or fire drills. We call their rooms. 

Kitchen and staff lounge are very small and outdated. Thank you.
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237 Schools - 

Rockwell/ RMS

Expand Redmond Middle School,  Build a new building where the portables are. A two/three story tall building right 

where the back parking lot is, move the parking in lot ( bus entrance) further down by the portable area. This can 

potentially create 8 rooms per floor ( 16 classrooms at a 25 students capacity, will expand capacity to Aprox 400 

students!    Rockwell absolutely needs a more efficient layout and use of space, parking also needs to be enlarged 

as it is a huge problem in the neighborhood. If we build a similar structure to Claire Barton, that would be a lot 

more space efficient Add a building where the portables are is a huge plus.  

238 Schools - 

Sammamish

Eastside has been suffered from crowed classroom and portable classroom across the board from elementary like 

Smith, middle school like Inglewood and high school like EastLake. Many of our kids have been using portal 

classroom from grade 3-5 and run 30-40 minutes commute daily to go to Evergreen middle school or Redmond 

Middle school.   Given many new schools have been built in Redmond and Kirkland, I don't see much progress on 

Eastside except Mead elementary expansion from last year.  I really appreciate if we could prioritize properly this 

year with fair coverage of aging facilities in east side. Thanks!

239 Schools - 

Sammamish

Hand over Sammamish to Issaquah school district. You have no land on Sammamish to build anything and the 

majority of our schools are aging dumps.  The district is too big and for whatever reason Sammamish schools are 

last on the list.  We want to be a part of a district that takes care of their buildings AND their students.

240 Schools - 

Sammamish

I just want to share that I believe the growth amongst middle and high school levels in the Eastlake learning 

community is underestimated.    Also, this area has been ignored over the past several years, as improvements 

have largely been made to schools in Redmond and Kirkland.  Sammamish residents feel that their voices are not 

being heard and their tax dollars are not being used fairly across the district.

241 Schools - 

Sammamish

I live in Sammamish, and have heard of the overcrowding and inferior facilities at Inglewood MS which I hope will 

be addressed sooner rather than later.  With all the construction happening in Sammamish (especially off of 244th) 

it seems like Inglewood can ill afford any delay in addressing the need to upgrade its facilities. Likewise, I am 

surprised that Eastlake HS is also not their facility is not reflected on the table as a HS that the district has identified 

as one that needs addressing for the same reasons I noted for Inglewood.
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242 Schools - 

Sammamish

I would strongly recommend that you re-consider the estimates for Eastlake's learning community.  The estimated 

"capacity shortfall" for this area, for both middle and high school levels just don't make sense given the high level 

of growth in the Sammamish area.  Also, the vast majority of LWSD building projects in the past several years seem 

to have been centered outside of the Eastlake learning community.  This seems very unfair to the residents of 

Sammamish, where our schools are overcrowded, and we are not receiving the same level of relief as schools in 

both Redmond and Kirkland.

243 Schools - 

Sammamish

Inglewood Middle School and Eastlake High should be upgraded to match the Issaquah schools

244 Schools - 

Sammamish

New elementary school in ELC, since even with portables, the short fall is very high.  Housing growth continues to 

increase on the plateau and near 202.

245 Schools - 

Sammamish

Please consider choice schools entirely housed in portables, like Renaissance, as well. Also, several schools have 

traffic patterns that are disastrous, both for families as well as the overall community.  Inglewood blocks up 

Inglewood Hill Rd in both directions every morning and afternoon.  In the morning, it ends up with stand-still traffic 

from 228th.  Smith blocks up large portions of 14th, and drive-through goes through their parking, so if anyone 

needs to leave, they are stuck until the line is gone.  Eastlake shares one entrance/exit with the backed up road for 

Inglewood, making the pattern worse in the afternoon.  Also, the long line of exiting cars in the afternoon means 

no way to get out of the shopping area and go south, since one road is blocked by IMS traffic, and the other is 

blocked by EHS traffic.  I'm sure these are hard to solve, but please consider traffic patterns along with building 

capacity as these school have grown far larger than they were when the current traffic plans were put in place.

246 Schools - 

Sammamish

The Eastlake Feeder Community would like to be our own school district.  We don't need more choice schools. We 

don't need more portables. We don't need to redistrict our kids to a different school. We need more schools! 

LWSD is too big and the Sammamish area is funding a huge portion of the education funds through our property 

taxes. We don't have many businesses like Redmond and Kirkland to help support the schools through taxation. We 

feel our area needs help, too, and our taxes are mostly funding other areas.

247 Schools - 

Sammamish

Use Dickinson/Evergreen site to build a comprehensive high school and new middle school. Keep mid-90s Dickinson 

building for elementary. Share fields, etc for 6-12. 

248 Schools - 

Sammamish

Do you have any idea how much growth is happening on the Sammamish Plateau? We have thousands of new 

homes and apartments that have been built or are in the process of being built, bringing in scores of new students. 

What is your plan to accommodate the population explosion up here?
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249 Schools - Smith My children attend Samantha Smith Elementary.  Is this school scheduled to be remodeled at some point?

250 Schools - Stella 

Schola

Expand capacity of Stella Schola and move it to a campus (rather than portables). It has been operating since 2000 

and proved to be a great school that built positive relationships with the community and continues to provide 

exceptional education for the middle schoolers. 

251 Schools - Stella 

Schola

Expand Stella Schola MS to two sixth grades, two seventh grades, two eighth grades (from 90 students to 180) 

when relocating to Kamaikin MS.

252 Schools - Stella 

Schola

In regards to moving Stella Schola to Kamiakin, this would be a great opportunity to allow this amazing choice 

school to expand. They have a very long wait list with many families wanting to get in. By creating a facility that 

would accommodate two 6th, two 7th, and two 8th grade classes at Stella would be a huge win for the choice 

school community. 

253 Schools - Stella 

Schola

Keep Stella Schola in permanent classroom space. Consider doubling enrollment at Stella, as this is an established, 

successful program that can be grown to meet huge demand and needed middle-school seats. (My daughter had a 

truly amazing experience at EAS, which is almost twice the size of Stella ... just right for students to feel known yet 

interact with more kids.) ****Avoid sticking Stella back in portables, which devalues the strong school community 

who fought so hard for permanent space and weakens the program, community and group opportunities, and 

interest from families.**** It's a top priority to maintain and expand programs that are working well, rather than 

put them at unnecessary risk when they can actually be part of the solution for growth. My youngest child just 

joined Stella this year, but we would reconsider if the program moved to portables ... we were already in portables 

multiple years in a row in elementary school and want to avoid repeating that.  Redmond High is also in desperate 

need of more space. Too bad it has come to this without more long-range planning.

254 Schools - Stella 

Schola

Relocate Stella Schola MS to expand the class capacity. The school curriculum is excellent, faculty and level of 

parents involvement/volunteer are exceptional. Every year there they have a long waiting list. They need to have 

more capacity to give such an excellent educational opportunity to more children.

255 Schools - Stella 

Schola

Stella Schola could grow and take in more kids! It is a great school, and more kids who want to could go. I think it's 

very sad and disappointing if we have to leave our building that Mrs. Tennis and everyone worked so incredibly 

hard for all those years. It seems like all kids could go to a class or two in portables, and not just choice school kids 

being in them all the time. :( That doesn't seem right, and I hope you agree and keep us at Stella part of a school 

community in a real classroom space!
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256 Schools - Stella 

Schola

Stella Schola should NOT go back to a portable! • Stella spent its first 13 years in portables before finally moving 

into the building we have now (potentially being moved to portables now seems inequitable and insensitive to the 

families we serve). • Over the past 20+ years, our students and staff have worked to build positive relationships 

with the community that are vital to creating and maintaining the home-school connection. • If strongly advocated 

for by the community, relocation could provide Stella the opportunity to expand our capacity in a new and 

comparable building to accommodate two sixth/two seventh/two eighth grades. 

257 Schools - Stella 

Schola

The district should consider doubling the size of Stella for more middle-school seats in permanent classroom space. 

That would make Stella comparable to EAS.

258 Schools - Stella 

Schola

the need to expand  capacity for Stella Schola School

259 Schools - Wilder Wilder Elementary is in really bad shape. 

260 Schools - Wilder Wilder Elementary needs to be updated as it is an aging facility compared to the other elementary schools nearby. 

261 Schools - Wilder It seems like Wilder and that area could take on more--how could balancing occur to help support that side?

262 Special Needs Make sure all schools have a quiet or sensory room to help kids that may need a break from overstimulation and 

such.

263 Special Needs Please consider building larger therapy (SLP, PT, OT) spaces for students. Please consider making these rooms 

bigger than they are in some of the other new schools built. It is important to have a space where kids can MOVE 

and can be in groups. Please consider adding a sensory room to Rockwell El when it is rebuilt. Please consider 

adding more rooms for intervention staff such as ELL and Safety Net. These teachers are constantly moved from 

one small space to another and in some buildings in this district do not even get a full size classroom. 

264 Sports/Fields I would add funding to update the four high school stadiums.  Athletics is an important element to the high school 

experience.  Facilities such as the bleachers, press box, scoreboards, sound systems, and lighting are well beyond 

their useful life.   It is likely that the stadium lighting can be improved with funding through PSE (replace lighting 

with LED lights) that will also save the District money on the power bill.  

265 Sports/Fields Middle School turf and a better track around the fields.

266 Sports/Fields Playground updates to older schools, specifically elementary. 
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267 Sports/Fields creating more outdoor space to allow for outdoor instruction!

268 Sports/Fields A second soccer field at each highschool. Girls soccer teams are always getting kicked off the field especially with 

100 person football teams, there is no way for them to fit on half of a field.

269 Sustainable 

Building

First of all, I would prioritize efficiency in building upgrades to help meet King County's K4C GHG emission reduction 

goals - our children are depending on us and the 2030 timing is crucial!  

(https://www.kingcounty.gov/services/environment/climate/actions-strategies/partnerships-

collaborations/k4c.aspx)  Secondly, ventilation systems should be address in all schools with poor air ventilation.  

This would help with air quality issues for both increasing wildfire smoke exposure and infectious disease outbreaks.

270 Sustainable 

Building

I would add to the list the importance of ensuring building efficiency clean drinking water access adequate air 

filtration systems   green cleaning  

271 Sustainable 

Building

Upgrading energy efficiency for on-going cost savings on costs. Expanding solar and high-efficiency grant upgrade 

projects to both address aging and costs along with air pollution mitigation and resiliency. Exploring available grant 

funding to prioritize these upgrades, prioritizing solar-ready roofs on new buildings.   Prioritizing high energy 

efficiency, green powered, and resilient pods for flexibility, when necessary to implement or purchase. 

272 Sustainable 

Building

I am glad to see aging, inefficient school buildings on the priority list for upgrades.  I hope reducing GHG emissions 

will be the focus of these upgrades in coordination with the King County K4C goals.  Lowering the carbon footprint 

of school buildings would cut a lot of our city/county wide emissions, and the people who are relying on us to make 

these crucial reductions are the very students these buildings are designed to serve.    According to the best 

available science, the time to act is now.  We need to get to 50% GHGE reduction in the next decade for the best 

chance to avoid the worst effects.  Do the proposed building upgrade plans accomplish that?  For our kids' sakes, 

please make sure that that they do!  For more information on K4C, please visit:   

https://www.kingcounty.gov/services/environment/climate/actions-strategies/partnerships-

collaborations/k4c.aspx
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